SERVICES

Smart Credit
Recovery™
Transforming your vendor data to recover hidden credits
JPD Financial Smart Credit Recovery service combines
advanced accounts payable data processing
technology with 35 years of expertise.
We work with the finance and procurement
departments of global organizations to identify and
recover money that is owed to you but lost in vendor
systems.
Designed to harness financial information from large
volumes of vendor data we uncover money using
machine learning, automated processing, and
predictive analytics.

We also work directly with your vendors to research
possible credits, overpayments, and or duplicate
payments on vendors’ systems, that may not appear on
the standard statements that you receive.
The service provides you with detailed information on
your vendors’ accounts to recover aged open credits
not otherwise identified or reconciled. This service
facilitates an additional, consistent revenue stream that
returns directly to your bottom line.

BENEFITS
• Ease of setup using advanced platform technology that
connects to any data source.
• Minimum disruption to your accounts payable, shared service
and internal audit team.
• Experience combined with automation puts money back to
your bottom-line faster.
• Master Vendor Data cleansed strengthening vendor
relationships.
• Root cause analysis to identify anomalies in lost credits.

HOW IT WORKS
Our technology firstly captures, transforms, cleanses
and manages the quality of your vendor data. Key
information such as annual spend, industry codes,
banking information and Tax ID’s are updated. The
system also eliminates inactive vendors, prohibited
watch lists vendors, and excludes any suppliers that are
deemed out of scope.
Using automated AP data capture, vendor statement
data capture and Master Data Cleansing technology,
all data is processed using specifically designed
algorithms.

JPD Financial will find the
money you are owed, faster
and with minimum disruption
to your daily financial
operations. To date, we have
audited $1 Trillion in spend
and have the highest recovery
rate in the industry.

These are focused on finding all identifiable anomalies
and credit payment recoveries, as well as applying
advanced analytics that focus on the key areas for
successful credit recovery.
JPD Financial’s secure customer portal provides
transparent interactive dashboards reporting on
performance, all key findings and updates throughout
the process. The portal also makes it easy to accept
credits for approval via interactive customer
dashboards.
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SERVICES

Smart Credit Recovery™

With minimal time and effort needed from your team, we’ll do the work and you’ll get
all the credit. Credit that often translates into millions of dollars in recovered revenue.

FEATURES

THE JPD FINANCIAL DIFFERENCE

• AI leading to faster and more accurate credit
recovery.

35+ years of experience with a continuous focus on
refining the process of Smart Credit Recovery.

• Our platform dives deeper into your vendor data
than any other credit recovery service.

We recover more credits and return them to your bottom
line quicker than any other recovery audit company.

• Continuous process reviews and real-time analytics
on performance via a secure customer portal.
• Global capability servicing 115+ countries through
20+ languages.
• Close collaboration using our experienced auditors
working as an extension to your existing teams.

Combining intelligent automation with 35 years
of experience we understand the importance of
maintaining and strengthening your vendor relationships.
The extensive analytics and interactive reports we
provide will help you to see the root cause and increase
current and future cash-flow.

Everybody wins with Smart Credit Recovery – our customers recover money they didn’t
know was owed back them, department heads have the analytics needed to improve
processes, vendors resolve issues with mis-accounting and business continues in a
more efficient manner.

GLANTUS DATA PLATFORM
Services are powered by the unique Glantus Data
Platform. This utilizes process automation and RPA which
means quicker deductions and an increase in cash flow.
JPD Financial a Glantus company is the global leader
in continuous credit recovery and accounts payable
analytics. It is a trusted partner to Fortune 1000
companies over the past 35 years having pioneered
credit recovery in the industry.

Out-of-the-box connectivity to any data source means
no disruption for your team while machine learning and
AI ensures deeper transaction analysis.
The customer portal provides real time analytics that
drives new business insights.
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